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The 27th Institute of International Relations under the auspices of the
ECHOES

	

American Friends Service Committee for this area, was held on the Cor -
nell Campus, July 14-21, 1956 . Having chosen the theme : THE CONSTRUC-

TIVE USE OF POWB IN TODAY'S WORLD, it carried out the responsibility inherent in i t
with the offering of a peace workshop . We cannot bring you the whole vitally con-
structive experience but we hope that the following attempt to highlight the speak-
ers' contributions will prove fruitful .

KER'IT EBY (Professor of Social Sciences, University of Chicago)
SPEAKS

	

Man needs morality; if there were no moral universe, he would have to
invent one . Often enough, as it turns out, men do invent morality, an d

then we call it self-righteousness . As law can be misused, so cam morality.
Real morality-- a standard to which the just can repair-- exists even though

all government has its origin in some kind of force or threat of force. Barbarism
struggles neck and neck with civilization, and sometimes, despairingly, we believe
that barbarism has won the day . And since the barbarian is merely he who has n o
sense of the continuity of the human tradition, no sense of past or future, we keep
trying to convert him to an understanding of that tradition, just as the barbarian
keeps trying to dehumanize us through sheer power .

But because we are human-- and being human, must keep on struggling toward a
standard to which the just can repair-- we will keep on living with the struggle .
The Jews who died in the Warsaw ghetto sang in Hebrew a song beginning "Never say
that the light is late in coming : "

REGINALD REYNOLDS

	

(British quaker, Author, Traveller, Lecturer, and Peace Worker )
SPEAKS

	

Fundamental changes, political, social, economic, internationa l
and inter-racial, mean primarily changes of ATTITUDE . The two

primary questions are (1) What is a right attitude? (2) How can it be implemented
and inculcated? These questions can only be answered by the application of ethical
and spiritual principles to material situations . The great challenge which face s
the Christian arises from the need to find, in the world of Today, the right per-
sonal approach to each social problem .

SAM(TG1 GUY INMAN

	

(Professor, Student, Advisor, Lecturer, in Inter-American Af -

SPEAKS

	

fairs)
Millions of non-Communist Latin Americans have shown alarm at

the U.S . handling of Guatemala. Will Washington overcome its recent neglect, an d
show a new desire to restore continental fellowship? Will Washington come to under-
stand that Communism is not the only issue at stake and that Guatemala, like othe r
countries in much of the world, wants to escape foreign domination-- preferring it s
own economic sovereignty to the best paternalism from outside? Is it too late fo r
good will and common sense to prevail on both sides ?

We can become in reality good neighbors, gaining resultant benefits in social ,
economic, and cultural areas, and moving into a new era of Pan-American achievement- .

HAROLD ISAACS

	

(Research Associate, Center for International Studies, M .I .T. )
SPEAKS

	

In international relations the constructive use of power is `usuall y
an accident, something right that happens for the wrong reason,. Our

foreign aid programs, such as they have been, resulted from our fear of the Communise

totalitarians . Advances in research in the use of nuclear energy for the peaceful
and fruitful transformation of the world are a direct product of efforts to become

capable of destroying it . Improvements in race relations in this country are di-
rectly related to the change in race relations on a world scale : the white man no
longer walks the earth as master and he has to find a new basis for his relation s
with the non-white people or else suffer the most grievous consequences .

The problem-, it seems to me, is still to increase the area in which man func-
tions by conscious reason and acts in accord with consistent moral purpose,, i .e. ,

with a decent regard for his fellow man . If we do not increase this area more

rapidly, the Lord's inscrutihle intentions with regard to man may turn out to in-
clude his destruction . That may relieve Him of an onerous responsibility. But this

notion will hardly console those who believe that there is a value in human surviva l

and that man has the capacity to determine his own fate, to use his powers towar d

something better than his own ignominious end.

A. J . MUSTS

	

(Secretary Emeritus, Fellowship of Reconciliation )

SPEAKS

	

Our discussions of international relations are likely to proceed

from the assumption that the U.S . has vast power . The question upon

which, therefore, the fate of the world hangs is whether the U .S. will use its power

"constructively," for democratic purposes . However, Russia, China and the rest of

the Communist bloc. also constitute a vast aggregation of power . There is some rea-

son to think the balance of power is inclining their way . From this point of view

the fate of the world hangs on the question whether this bloc will u be its power

"constructively," for truly democratic purposes .



This is what gives such immense importance to the question whether the develop -
ments dramatized by Khruschev's speech in condemnation of Stalin at the Twentieth
Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union represent a real change in the
Communist movement . It is much too early to assert that they do . We shall have to
see much more in the way of restoration of civil liberties in Russia, changing Mosco w
domination over satellite countries, and so on . However, even John Foster Dulles
has stated that there is some hope that a real change is coming :

There are certain conditions which must in my opinion obtain if we are to get a
relatively peaceful elimination of totalitarianism in the Communist world .

1. If something like democratic socialism is to come it must be by the wil l
and the action of the Russian people themselves . Any attempt at U.S . intervention
will result in drawing the Russian people together behind their leaders . Our own
allies, such as the British and French, will not support an interventionist policy .
Only reactionaries would back us .

2. If democratic socialism is to come in Russia, there is need of labor, pro -
gressive and socialist support from outside . The Poznan revolt in Poland shows tha t
when the threat of war from outside is lifted somewhat, democratic forces begin to
stir behind the Iron Curtain . The way in which democratic elements outside, there-
fore, can best help peaceful revolution toward democracy in Russia is by resolutely
opposing war .

3. The existence of a Third Camp, the "in between" nations, like India, Indo -
nesia, etc ., which do not want to get drawn into either of the dominant power blocs ,
has already exercised a calming effect on both Russian and American military policy . .
The more these nations follow an independent course, refuse support to either powe r
bloc, make it clear they can't be counted on in case of war, the better for the peac e
of the world and the more likely that democratic tendencies will flourish both i n
the Communist bloc and here in the U .S .

COLIN BELL

	

(Associate Executive Secretary, American Friends Service Committee )
SPEAKS

	

We are in the middle of a world social revolution in which two thirds
of mankind is on the march to attain rights . Obversely and less obvi -

ous, is the increased sensitivity among the privileged one third concerning it s
moral responsibility towards all men . This surge of national liberation is the har -
vest which the West reaps from its own seed. Offering two differing but both infal -
lible blue prints (the "free" world and the communist) for the ordering of these
emerging societies necessitates what we choose to call their "neutralism ." Asians
have two problems to solve which have never been ours : (1) What to bring forward
from an ancient past to the second cycle of their civilization, the problem of th e
hangover . (2) The "Non-White man's burden" which our existence imposes at thes e
points ; colonialism, economic domination, tenets o f . racial superiority, seeing ou r
interests as their needs, ignorance of their differing values, and failure to use
historical perspective in current relationships .

Power, in the sense of military might, was formerly desired by all and required
no moral justification . Morality and necessity have compelled a change in attitud e
toward power and out of these the UN h"s come into being as a creative force of enor-
mous potentialities . It provides (1) opportunity for the transmutation rather than
the surrender of sovereign rights (2) a channel for the pursuit of greatness through
service rather than power (3) a forum where moral judgments and "one world" concept s
may challenge political expediency and blind nationalism .

FRIDA ILLSLEY

	

(from the Freundsrhaftsheim, in Germany)
SPEAKS

	

There are significant changes taking place in Germany right now .
Due to the relaxing of the Soviet regime and lessened fear of ag -

gression from the East, the opposition against military conscription is growing suds -
denly much stronger . The leftist Social Democratic Party (SPD) is arousing the coun-
try for a stiff battle against Chancellor Adenauer who,"since the end of the war ,
has directed the German affairs in complete submission to the U.S . and Westerrhloc
wishes .

The Germans have felt themselves during the post-war years to be a playbal l
between the East and West powers . with their country divided, family and friendshi p
ties broken, and practically no ability to change this dilemma. Youth in the coun-
try has been particularly disgusted with war . Military conscription and the setting
up, along the Rhine river by the American forces, of atom canons pointed towar d
their Eastern brethren, has raised bitterness and doubt in the people's minds . Did
all the generosity shown by the American people in the immediate post-war period ,
which was so deeply appreciated, almost to the point of idolizing the Americans ,
hai,6, perhaps, strings attached to it after all ?

Although with the help of U .S . finance the "economic miracle" h?s been achieve d

in Western Germany and the standard of living particularly in the upper classes, i s
again very high, there are many serious-minded Germans who feel this recovery was
too fast to give the nation the proper time to assimilate the sad experiences of the
Hitler period and roorientate the moral elements ; they rather would forego the recen '
material advantages for the sake of sharing the lot of their Eastern brothers an d
reuniting with them .
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